
Peer Editing for Skittle Lab (Rubric) 

 
Using this form, you are to edit a partner’s lab report using the checklist below. If they 
have everything correct in each section, check it off. If not, write comments near the 
section that they might want to fix, or circle what might be missing. Use your “Lab Report 
Guide” as a reference. 
 
Name of person being edited___________________________  
Editor’s Name__________________________________ 
 
_____ 2 pts.- Do they have their name, date, Title using IV & DV? 
_____ 4 pts.- Purpose (What two reasons should be included here? Is it in     
  complete sentences?) 
_____ 2 pts.- Question 
_____ 2 pts.- Hypothesis (Is it written in the “If . . . and . . . then . . .”  
   format? Did they predict which Skittle would be most dominant?) 
_____  2 Pts.- Materials – List form 
_____ 15 pts.- Procedure (Is the format correct? Did they miss any steps  
   or is any step unclear? Any personal pronouns? Present tense?) 
_____ 15 Pts.- Observations (Colors using 2 words? Size & Shape? Taste? 
  Anything else? Did they  use any personal pronouns like “I” or “We”?  
  Past tense? Paragraph form using complete sentences?)  
_____ 10 Pts.- Data Table (Is it labeled correctly? Did they use a ruler?  
   How do their averages look? Did they round to the nearest hundredth?) 
_____ 14 Pts.- Double Bar Graph (Class avg.’s and their data. Is each 
   axis labeled, Title stating what’s being graphed, is there a key for color  
  coded bars? Ruler used?) 
_____ 25 Pts. Conclusion (Question re-written? Answer to the question backed up  

by the data? Did they compare and contrast class averages to their bag  of   
each color Skittle using data from most dominant to least? Hypothesis 
supported?) 

_____ 4 Pts. - Is their lab in the order and each section Titled as outlined in the 
      “The Lab Report Guide?” Is there a space between each section? 
 _____ 3 Pts.- Is their lab word processed or neatly written in black/blue ink? 
_____ 2 Pts. Are there any spelling or grammar errors? Correct Punctuation? 
 
Keep this as your rubric for your “Skittle Lab” lab report.  


